
Serie | 4, Rechargeable vacuum cleaner,
Flexxo 25.2V, Red
BBH3ZOO25

Included accessories
1 x extendable
flexible crevice nozzle
1 x 2in1 furniture brush & upholstery nozzle

Simple removal of pet hair. Vacuum 30%
faster* with integrated pet accessory kit.
● Always within reach. Integrated and combinable accessories

for pet owners.
● Cleanliness on all levels. With 2in1 plus accessories, every dirt

is cleaned – from floor to ceiling.
● Less frequent cleaning of dust box and filter. Optimised filter

and mechanics for less maintenance.
● Cordless and always ready to use. Long-life lithium-ion

batteries with an extra long run time.

Technical Data
Pallet dimensions :  215.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet :  42
:  3.352
Gross weight (kg) :  4.3
Frequency (Hz) :  50/60
Plug type :  Euro plug w/o earthing 2.5 A
Approval certificates : 
CE, Eurasian, New Singapore Safety Mark, Ukraine
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Serie | 4, Rechargeable vacuum cleaner,
Flexxo 25.2V, Red
BBH3ZOO25

Simple removal of pet hair. Vacuum 30%
faster* with integrated pet accessory kit.

Performance

- Simple removal of pet hair. Vacuum up to 30% faster* with
integrated pet accessory kit.

- 2in1: Handheld and handstick in one appliance

- Lithium-Ion Technology: Durable batteries for constantly high
performance and short charging time

- Electro brush for a thorough cleaning of all floor surfaces

- Two power levels

Hygiene

- Washable Filter

- Easy handling for removal and emptying of the dust box.

- Easy Clean System: Easy removal and cleaning of the nozzle
brush roll

Comfort

- Cleaning on all levels: Thanks to multiple accessories, you can
clean up every kind of dirt, from the floor to the ceiling – even
in your car.

- Maximum flexibility: vacuum cleaning without limitations
around and under furniture thanks to its extremely flexible
nozzle joint

- Solid freestanding function for easy placement, space-saving
storage and flexible charging at every power outlet

- Extra long runtime up to 55 min at normal mode 1 on
handstick

- Extra robust 2in1 furniture brush with upholstery nozzle

- Flexible, extendable crevice nozzle

- Dust container capacity: Large

- Charging time: 4-5 hours

- Weight: 3 kg

- Dimensions: 1150x265x180 mm.

* Fibre pick-up on carpet in comparison to a corded vacuum cleaner
from Bosch with turbo brush (BGL3A315). Tested according to EN
60312-1.
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